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Unscripted
GAMER GEEKS

GAMER
GEEKS

• Docu-series featuring eccentric gamers who push the limits of gaming.

Polaris - ABCd - Freeform - A&E

• Gaming has become ubiquitous in our culture, but some gamers are taking it farther than
you could ever imagine. Whether it’s the middle school teacher who sets world records for
24 hour Dance Dance Revolution marathons or the head banger who has turned his
Nintendo DS into a musical instrument, Gamer Geeks are eccentric characters who pour
their heart and soul into all forms of gaming.

SPACE INVADERS
• Docu-series featuring home arcades and the personalities who create them.

Polaris - ABCd - Freeform - A&E

• While shopping mall arcades are only a distant memory for kids of the 1980s, these
now-adults are unearthing retro video games from storage units, warehouses, and barns to
create their own home arcades. One game turns to two and then three, and the obsession
often results in a space that evokes memories of childhood and the perfect place to entertain friends and family. From garages turned into gamerooms to fully-stocked luxury
barcades in mansions, home arcades are invading neighborhoods across America.

PINBALLERS
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• Docu-series focused on the history, restoration, and culture of pinball machines at the
Museum of Pinball in Banning, California.
• With a national resurgence in nostalgic gaming, pinball is making it’s way back to the spotlight in barcades, private collections, and professional pinball tournaments. With a collection of over 800 retro-to-modern pinball machines in a 40,000 square foot facility, the
eccentric staff of the Museum of Pinball hunts down and restores elusive rare machines,
ball with top pros, and host national tournaments while scheming up ways to spread their
‘sport’ to the next generation.

I QUIT MY DAY JOB
• Portable talk show (hosted by David Trotter) focused on creatives who have left the 9-5 to
do something amazing.

ABCd - Freeform - A&E

• For many, the cubicle has become a symbol of a soul-crushing existence, and the dream of
living life on their own terms has motivated them to take action. Hundreds of thousands of
people are leaving the workforce to pursue a passion that has captured their hearts. From
solopreneurs to non-profit leaders to founders of conscious companies, these creatives are
inspiring people to quit their day job and do something amazing.

THE GOOD LIFE

THE
GOOD LIFE
with David Trotter
ABCd - Freeform - A&E

• Portable talk show (hosted by David Trotter) featuring notables for the way they seek to do
good, feel good, and think good.
• Everyone wants the ‘good life’, but the question is how to get it. Many successful people
are finding the accumulation of money, power, or fame doesn’t quite add up, and there has
to be something more. From business leaders to celebrities to self-help gurus, people are
discovering practical ways to do good, feel good, and think good, and they’re motivating
others to get off autopilot and experience the good life for themselves.
© Copyright 2017 - David Trotter

Unscripted (cont.)
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UNFINISHED BUSINESS
• Reality show featuring people who take care of unfinished business with the help of host
and coach David Trotter.
• Every of us has ‘unfinished business’ - a loose end that’s left dangling at the edge of our
lives. Depending on the nature of the issue, a person may be nagged by the lack of completion over the course of their entire existence. Whether it’s the dream that never fully
came to fruition or the painful experience that wasn’t fully faced, viewers will be cheering
on each guest as David empowers them to overcome their fears, failures, and frustrations
to finish their business.

ABCd - Freeform - A&E

BLACK SHEEP RECOVERY
• Docu-series focused on real-life rehab through the unorthodox work of ‘Chief’ and his family.
• For 40 years, Chief (aka Pastor Phil Aguilar) has been pulling ‘black sheep’ out of the
gutters of life. These days, the heroin addicts are less hard-core criminals and more
middle-class teens and 20-somethings who are desperate for hope when they arrive at the
Black Sheep Recovery home in southern California. Covered in tattoos and riding up on
Harleys, the Aguilar family dishes out tough love to wannabe gangsters who show up from
all over the country with addictions that have them by the throat. You never know what’s
going to happen in a co-ed house where black sheep are trying to figure out how to live
the life they’ve always wanted.

Viceland - A&E - ABCd

Scripted
LAUNCH THE BALL
• Feature film (romantic comedy) written by David Trotter (could modify to episodic series)

Hulu - Freeform - ABCd - Polaris
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Hulu - Freeform - ABCd - Polaris

• Jack, a 30-something, technology-obsessed, real estate investor, unexpectedly inherits his
uncle’s property along with a warehouse full of classic arcade games in Banning, California,
but he quickly learns how the city lives up to its name – banning most modern electronics
in the name of health and safety (EMFs). Intent on quickly liquidating the property, Jack
meets Jill, a cute 20-something convenience store worker and avid pinhead, and she introduces him to a network of underground arcade speakeasies while working her way into his
heart. Led by Jill, a rag tag group of gamers open Jack’s eyes to a world beyond money
and real estate by convincing him to take on the city to allow a museum of pinball and
video games to be opened to the public on his uncle’s property.

YEARBOOK & NEWSPAPER
• Short form sitcom series written by David Trotter
• Remington (Remmy for short) is a kid of the 80’s who’s searching for his niche in high
school...and life. Not quite good enough to be on the basketball team and a little too
straight-laced for the other skaters, he joins the “yearbook and newspaper” class as a
photographer and quickly discovers an entire world that exists behind the camera. What
he’s able to capture on film pales in comparison to the antics he witnesses as a fly on the
wall. From the sidelines of the game to the raucous classroom work parties to his own
romance in the red-light darkroom, Remmy comes of age with a camera in hand.

© Copyright 2017 - David Trotter

About David

David Trotter
949.335.2925
david@davidtrotter.tv

DAVID TROTTER is a filmmaker, author, and marketing strategist with a passion to
create engaging content that makes a positive impact in the world. During eight
years as a photojournalist and ten years in non-profit leadership, he spent significant time both behind and in front of the camera. As a weekly public speaker for
over five years, he communicated fresh content to groups ranging from 100
people up to 20,000. For the past nine years, David has owned and operated
8TRACKstudios, a boutique marketing agency, serving businesess and non-profits
by providing branding, graphic design, web development, photography, and videography.
Over the past six years, David has produced three documentary films with topics
that have spanned orphans in India, sex trafficking in the United States, and a cult
that spread worldwide and eventually became a 1%er motorcycle club. To accompany his film projects, David has authored and published eleven books available on
Amazon.com, produced a compilation benefit music album released in stores
nationwide, and re-released six music albums on multiple digital platforms.
DOCUMENTARIES
Set Free Posse: Jesus Freaks, Biker Gang, or Christian Cult?
Executive Producer and Director
 Premiering Summer 2017
 www.SetFreeFilm.com

In Plain Sight: Stories of Hope & Freedom
Executive Producer and Director

 Distributed by Word Films.
 Over 250 grassroots screenings in the United States, now available on Amazon and iTunes.
 www.InPlainSightFilm.com
 Official Selection - Los Angeles International Womens Film Festival (2015)
 Official Selection - California Womens Film Festival (2015)
 Official Selection - The Narrow Way Film Festival (2015)
 Official Selection - Justice Film Festival (2015)
 Official Selection - Artemis Film Festival (2017)

Mother India: Life Through the Eyes of the Orphan
Executive Producer and Host

 Distributed by Word Films
 After two years on Netflix, now available on Amazon and iTunes.
 www.MotherIndiaFilm.com
 Best Short Documentary - Princebury Film Festival (2012)
 Official Selection - Crown Heights Film Festival (2012)
 Official Selection - Missions Fest Vancouver Film Festival (2014)

BOOKS

 Heroes of Hope: Intimate Conversations with Six Abolitionists and the Sex Trafficking Survivors They Serve
 Start Something to End Trafficking: A Practical Guide to Help You Start a Project, Event, Campaign, or Organization
 In Plain Sight: 31 Day Devotional & Group Study Guide
 Trained to Serve Jesus: The Heart and History of Set Free Church and Its Founder Phil Aguilar
 Go To Heaven: Chiefisms That Shaped The Ministry of Pastor Phil Aguilar
 Launch Yourself: Creating a New Normal One Intention at a Time
 Launch Yourself Workbook
 I Will: Learning to Follow the Revolutionary With Two Small Words
 Lost + Found: Finding Myself by Getting Lost in an Affair
 Awaken My Life
 The Kids of Mother India

